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Abstract— This paper proposes Planar Inverted-F Antenna 

with different geometries at PCS band for calculating 

specific absorption rate(SAR). A PCS band exists from 1.85 

to 1.91 GHz. The proposed antennas are configured to 

suppress the radiation. FR-4 is used as substrate in these 

designs. Here, the electric-field has been calculated and then 

specific absorption rate is measured. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for portable communication devices is rapidly 

increasing. Portable devices such as mobile phones and 

wearable communication terminals are being searched 

widely. As devices that are used in close proximity to the 

human body are common in modern life, concerns about the 

health risks from the associated electromagnetic (EM) fields 

have increased. To investigate the phenomenon of the health 

problems caused by mobile devices, the thermal effects 

generated by EM waves in some frequency bands have been 

considered. The specific absorption rate (SAR) is a defined 

parameter for evaluating the localized power absorption in 

human tissue. The electromagnetic absorption of a human 

body has become an important issue, as the governments 

strictly limit it. Due to the extensive spread of mobile 

handsets, the radiation of mobile phones has rapidly been 

given increased attention. The radiation can be evaluated by 

specific absorption rate (SAR),which represents the time 

rate of microwave energy absorption inside the tissue, as 

follows: 

SAR=σE
2
/2ρ 

Where ρ and σ are the density (S/m) and electrical 

conductivity (kg/m
3
) of the tissue, respectively, E is the 

internal induce electrical field (V/m). The SAR value is 

calculated as maximum of mass-averaged SAR and is 

strictly limited by the governments. Nowadays, two 

standards of SAR are adopted: Europe uses 2 W/kg 

averaged over 10 g tissue (over 10 g tissue means to average 

the SAR values in a volume with an average mass of 10 g). 

Meanwhile, the U.S. Federal Communication Commission 

(FCC) requires that the SAR should be lower than 1.6 W/kg 

averaged over 1 g tissues in the U.S. Due to the lower 

limited value and smaller averaged mass, the standard from 

FCC (1.6 W/kg) is more difficult to satisfy than the one 

from EU (2 W/kg). In this paper, all the SAR values and 

distributions are calculated and measured based on the FCC 

(1.6 W/kg average 1 g) standard [1]. The EM wave that is 

generated intentionally from the communication devices or 

surrounding environment may create heat and the heat may 

increase the temperature of the human body. As presented in 

the E-fields can transfer the heat equation at a specified 

point. However, the heat from communication devices 

cannot be measured easily, an alternative method the SAR 

value, may provide indications of the associated health 

problems. For mobile services such as cellular or personal 

communication services (PCS), the SAR value must not 

exceed the exposure guidelines regulated by the 

international community. Thus, SAR reduction techniques 

are important for portable devices and their manufacturing 

companies [2]. The PIFA is usually located on a printed 

circuit board (PCB) layer in a mobile phone. In this paper, a 

multilayer planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) in the PCS 

band is designed with different geometries. The PCB layer 

has the electronic components of a mobile phone such as 

active circuits, power lines, and a battery. Here, the 

multilayer structure consists of a simplified PCB (as a bare 

dielectric board of FR-4), and the antenna (as the PIFA). In 

order to optimize the SAR reduction effect, a parameter 

study of PIFA with different shapes is performed. 

II. STRUCTURES 

Fig.1 shows the geometry of proposed antenna 1. The via-

less proposed antenna 1 is selected for its simplified 

structure. The proposed PIFA consists of a radiator, feeding 

line, and shorting pin. Every component connects to the 

same ground plane. To compare antenna performances, a 

conventional PIFA was also designed for the PCS band. In 

this antenna design, antenna is made on FR-4 substrate. The 

antenna is fabricated on a substrate with 0.017-mm copper, a 

3.14-mm substrate height, a dielectric constant of 3.5, and a 

loss tangent of 0.0018. Table Ӏ represents the total 

dimension of proposed antenna where Ha is antenna board 

and Hb is PCB board. 

 

Fig.1: Geometry of proposed antenna 1 

Fig.2 shows the proposed antenna with the SAM 

head phantom for the SAR simulation. The SAM head 

phantom consists of head equivalent liquid (Er=40,σ=1.4) 

and shell (Er=5,tangent delta=0.05) 
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Fig. 2: Geometry of proposed antenna with head phantom 

The via-less proposed antenna is placed on a structure 

whose characteristics resembles the head phantom and the 

simulation is done in CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2010. 

The electric-field is measured and thus SAR is calculated. 

Parameter Value[mm] 

Wd 40 

Ld 20 

Wa 17.4 

La 10 

F 1.5 

Ha 4.71 

Hb 1.57 

Table. 1: Dimension of antenna 1 

 

Fig. 3: Geometry of proposed antenna 2 

Parameter Value[mm] 

Wd 40 

Ld 20 

Wa 17.4 

La 10 

F 1.5 

Ha 4.71 

Hb 1.57 

Table. 2: Dimension of antenna 2 

III. SIMULATIONS & RESULTS 

We investigated the capability of a PIFA into a handheld 

device for communication systems in the 1.85, 1.88, 1.91 

GHz band. Shape cutting from antenna is used to optimize 

the SAR. The SAR values of the smart handset in the 

vicinity of the SAM phantom head(in this paper, structure 

resembling the characteristics of SAM head phantom is 

used) is considered for different scenarios. E-Field and SAR 

shows subsequent decrement by cutting some portion from 

the conventional PIFA and are measured at PCS band (1.85, 

1.88, 1.91 GHz). 

Freq (GHz) E-Field SAR 

1.85 20.4978 1.05 

1.88 20.7205 1.08 

1.91 20.9365 1.103 

Table. 3: shows the SAR values for antenna 1 

which is formed by cutting the edges of antenna. 

Freq (GHz) E-Field SAR 

1.85 20.426 1.049 

1.88 20.6488 1.07 

1.91 20.8635 1.09 

Table. 4: SAR Values for antenna 2 

TABLE.4 shows the SAR values for antenna 1 which is 

formed by cutting the center portion of antenna. The antenna 

is located on the xy plane and oriented on the z-axis. The 

measured maximum values of the E-field in a conventional 

PIFA and the proposed PIFA were 21.68 V/m and 20.93 

V/m, respectively. 

Freq(GHz) 
Conventional 

PIFA 

Proposed 

Antenna 1 

Proposed 

Antenna 2 

1.85 1.202 1.05 1.049 

1.88 1.193 1.08 1.07 

1.91 1.108 1.10 1.09 

Table. 5: Comparison for conventional & proposed antenna

 

Fig.4:  Variations in proposed design antenna 1 & 2 and 

existing antenna in terms of freq.(GHz) and SAR. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an optimized multilayer PIFA with 

different geometries for mobile applications. The proposed 

antenna structure reduces the surface EM waves that are 

generated by mobile phone toward the human head. The 

results show reduction in the SAR value. Therefore, the 

human body can be protected from hazardous EM fields by 

using different shapes of PIFA.  

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

THE proposed PIFA antenna can be used as the Wi-Fi 

antenna in laptops. The interaction between laptop user and 

Wi-Fi PIFA antenna can also be analyzed. The array of this 
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PIFA antenna can also be used for better performance with 

human interaction. The analysis of the laptop Wi-Fi PIFA 

antenna array can be analyzed not only with human head 

and also other parts of the body. The future scope for the 

proposed design would be of great importance for the 

wireless technology as the wireless engineers are steadily 

working for the SAR reduction and higher performance. 
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